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                Machine Services Streamlined

Texas Honing, Inc., brings together the capabilities essential to delivering finished, precision products for drilling, completion, and production — so customers can move on to the next big thing faster.
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Services

Quality

Facilities





	Quality Service is Our Primary Goal

For specialized machining jobs, it’s hard to measure up to the quality and service provided by Texas Honing, Inc.

Tap Texas Honing Inc. for any job requiring drilling, honing, boring, turning, straightening, trepanning, cutting, polishing or specialized machining services.

We offer turnkey service, from raw material to finished product. And we’re equipped to handle anything, whether it's a whole project or just one machining job.

We’ve been honing our skills for over 60 years. And in that time, we've been customizing and refining our equipment and processes to meet even the most unique challenges — quickly and efficiently. With three facilities designed to handle high throughput, we’re unmatched in our ability to provide precision work, on-time.

You don’t have to dig deep to see why we’re the superior choice.

About Us

[image: Texas Honing]
At THI, we’ve built a superior team to give our customers the strongest support possible. We offer you a single, dedicated point of contact with the experience to handle your every need. Our automated systems allow you to track your individual jobs online, including anticipated delivery dates for each.

THI has a complete staff of the most experienced and highly regarded team members in the industry. Our full-time engineers continue to allow us to provide the highest quality and timely value-added services. Our machine operators have an average tenure of 12 years, giving us an unprecedented consistency with our customers and the services provided.

Our state-of-the-art scheduling and job tracking programs ensure that each order is well coordinated and efficiently completed. The historical data from decades of production allows us to continue to improve on the services being provided to our customers in real-time. Thanks to our broad experience, depth of expertise and commitment to service, you can be confident that the team at THI will not only meet, but also exceed your expectations.

History & Longevity

Founded over 30 years ago in Pearland, TX, Texas Honing, Inc. (THI) was created to fill a need for a specialized honing service company that could provide precision tubular products and services to a wide range of customers.

Ever since, our company has offered close-tolerance honing services at industry leading throughput. We took our expertise in honing and applied the same key principles of quality and high throughput to our current suite of services: honing, boring, trepanning, drilling, turning, gun drilling, CNC machining, CNC off-center drilling, straightening, saw cutting, polishing and finished machining.

    
    

 




	Areas of Expertise

Whether you need a single part machined or a turnkey solution, THI is prepared to handle it. We’re experts at jobs large and small, and treat every project with the same commitment to quality and service.

    
    Texas Honing Brochure 



Straightening

THI has always maintained that your part must be straight to service it. We provide an experienced staff and presses with the tonnage necessary to accomplish the job. We have more in-house presses available than any other firm.

O.D.: up to 16"







Honing

Honing is our primary business at THI. We have more spindles, more sizes and more capacity than any other firm. Whether you need something honed as small as .590” or as large as 26”, whether the part is only 6” in length or 720” in length, we have the tooling to meet your needs.

I.D.: .590" to 36" | O.D.: up to 40" | Lengths: 6" some sizes up to 720"







Boring

specification.
CNC, milling, CNC off-center drilling, finished products

At THI, we’ve continued to re-engineer our boring equipment and tooling. We’re prepared to meet all of our customers’ demands with boring capabilities as small as 2” and as large as 28” (up to lengths of 30’).

 I.D.: 2" to 40" | O.D.: up to 40" | Lengths: up to 30’







Machining

THI offers some of the most sophisticated equipment for CNC, off-center drilling, milling and turning. The finished products group is capable of producing parts to any customer

CNC, milling, CNC off-center drilling, finished products







 Drilling

At THI, we’ve continued to re-engineer our equipment and tooling to provide a broader capacity of drilling services than any other firm. From a .125” hole and 6” in length to a 20” hole and 309” in length, we provide a consistent level of service to meet all the needs of our customers. Our capabilities in drilling services allow us to provide extremely quick turnaround.

 Hole Sizes: .125" to 20" | O.D.: up to 40" | Lengths: 6" some sizes up to 309"







Trepanning

To meet the needs of our customers we offer various trepanning services. From a 1.75” hole to a 20” hole, we can service any part up to 360” in length.

I.D.: 1.75" to 20" | O.D.: up to 40" | Lengths: 6" some sizes up to 360"







Turning

THI maintains and operates a wide variety of lathes to meet the turning needs of our customers. Our experienced staff offers some of the longest-tenured operators in the industry. With this experience THI can turn parts as small as .125” and as large as 30” in diameter. No matter the length of your part, we have an operator and a machine capable of meeting your needs.

 I.D.: .125" to 40" | Lengths: any length







EDM Services






 




	Quality Assurance

[image: Texas Honing Quality Assurance]

THI values the trust and confidence that our customers have placed in us, and we are committed to furthering our standards of excellence to meet the diversified requirements of technology.

Texas Honing is ISO 9001: 2008 certified

In pursuit of excellence and improvement, we follow the written procedures in our Quality Assurance Manual. By incorporating a set of the customer’s own quality documents into our system, we are able to provide a matched set of forms to make documentation of those standards easy and efficient. At THI, we go the extra step to provide services which streamline our customers’ operations. It is this commitment to quality that marks THI as an industry leader in service, quality and satisfaction.

Of course, you can also ask our customers, who appreciate our abilities to follow through, trouble-shoot, coordinate and produce quality work with quality people.

Thanks to our high standards and engineering, THI has a solid reputation as a highly regarded and respected global service company meeting the needs of our domestic and international customers.

    
    

 




	The way a company organizes its facilities can have a huge impact on efficiency and quality. At THI, our facilities maximize our ability to deliver superior quality in a timely, efficient manner.

Our three distinct facilities

The combination of all three THI facilities allows us to provide our customers with one-stop service for all their machining services needs. From large orders to small parts, THI is dedicated to a consistent process which guarantees that orders will be inspected upon arrival and evaluated to save our customers time as well as money from the onset of the project.


[image: Texas Honing Facility in Pearland, TX]


THI Pearland offers more spindle capacity than anyone in the industry, providing honing, drilling, trepanning, boring, turning, straightening, skiving, saw cutting and polishing services. This facility has capabilities from as small as .590” holes and 6” in length to as large as 20” holes and 60’ in length.






[image: Texas Honing THI North Facility]


THI North offers larger outer diameter and inside diameter capabilities than any regional service companies in the industry. The diversification of this facility allows us to process holes as small as 1” and 10’ in length to as large as 50” for turning, and 40” for boring and honing.






[image: Texas Honing Standard Machine Works Facility]


Standard Machine Works has a service record dating back to 1946 (THI purchased this facility in 2005). Specializing in gun drilling, CNC turning and milling, CNC off-center drilling, manual turning and milling and many other value-added services, this facility provides the finished machine product industry with an unprecedented history and quality of finished machined goods and services.





    
    

 








    
            
            


        

        
            
Texas Honing, Inc.

1710 Mykawa Road

Pearland, Texas 77581 

Toll Free: 1-800-356-9745

Phone: 281-485-8339

Fax: 281-485-4324

Email: sales@texashoning.com





Request a Quote

You can call, e-mail or fax your specifications and we’ll review your requirements promptly.

Download Form
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  Accept Cookies

  This website uses cookies. By clicking "Accept Cookies," you agree to our use of non-essential cookies on this site. Learn More  
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